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Dear Executive Board,  
 
Please accept my sincerest apologies for this late submitted report. I had to work 22 hours last 
week to strategize and follow through with Sexual Violence Response and Prevention activities 
during this past Homecoming weekend on top of overseeing WGEN’s regular operations. I really 
needed a break before drafting this report to update you because I knew that I would need more 
time to properly explain and update the Executive Board on the many fronts WGEN has been 
active.  
 
Here are the key updates since my last report: 

● We were active during WW to promote our Service, gave a presentation to BHSc and Soc 
Sci students and reps regarding building a culture of consent, were present at Sexual 
Violence related programming including the RoadShow and Pleasure and Principles, and 
helped facilitate the What’s Love Got to Do With It. 

● We hired all our Safe(r) Space and Events Committee Volunteers using a new, efficient, 
and comprehensive interview design that tests one-on-one and group facilitation skills. 

● We developed our own WGEN-specific training based on experience, evidence, and best 
practices in trauma-informed care. Our volunteers and execs are now trained in AOP, 
Peer Support and Special Topics (Sex, Gender, Mental Illness, Crisis Intervention, etc.).  

● We launched one-on-one peer support bookings to make our services more accessible to 
folks.  

● Our space in MUSC 204 officially opened on September 18th and has been full ever 
since! Our Service Usage is extremely high!  

● I coordinated and executed a Sexual Violence strategy with Meaghan Ross and Trish 
Roberts (thank you Preethi for connecting all of us!) for both Homecoming concerts.  

 
October will be a busy and ‘Spoopy’ month for us - we’re in the middle of planning our 
Halloween favourite Spooptacular event, as well as launching two of the peer support groups 
mentioned in my Year Planing - one is a revamped version of our Domestic and Intimate Partner 
Violence Peer Support Group, and the other is a brand new Black and Gendered Healing Group.  
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Please find more details in the following report.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Padmaja Sreeram 
 
 
SERVICE USAGE  
 
Consultations 
I have consulted on a Hamilton-based Community Needs Assessment Survey, the Welcome 
Week What’s Love Got to Do With It event, and the Homecoming Sexual Violence Prevention 
and Response Strategy within the last month.  
 
Physical Space 
Our safe(r) space officially opened on September 18th, and has been fully staffed with 2-3 
volunteers per hour shift on Monday-Thursday from 9:30 am - 5:30 pm, and Friday from 10:30-
3:30 pm. In the past 14 days alone, our physical space has been accessed at least 247 times. 
This number is derived from our safe(r) space volunteers filling out an intake form after each shift 
to indicate how many students accessed the space (for one-on-one peer support, group peer 
support, to sign out a book, to ask for other resources, to receive a gc2b binder, or another reason 
that isn’t prespecified on the form). Given that this is our method of collecting data, 245 is 
actually an underestimation because intake forms have only been completed for 53/76 shifts in 
the past 14 days.  
 
One referral was made each to SWHAT, and the Student Wellness Centre. One referral was made 
to Christine Jackiw, our wonderful trauma counsellor in the Student Wellness Centre. We have 
donated 3 gc2b binders to students. In combination with our Monday-Friday standard operation 
and our one-on-one peer support booking service, we have received 6 sexual violence 
disclosures since August 22, 2017. We’ve also had 4 one-on-one bookings in the last month.  
 
Social Media 
At present our Facebook page has 1,699 followers, which is 46 more FB likes than the previous 
report!  and this number has stayed stagnant for the majority of the summer. On Twitter, the 
WGEN account has 617 followers, which is 23 more followers than the previous report! We’ve 
made 18 new tweets and 10 new Facebook posts since the last EB report. Our top Facebook 
post gained 94 reactions, and our top Tweet had 87 likes and 32 retweets!  
 
Here are some additional highlights: 

 
 
Welcome Week 
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Take Back the Night 
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Homecoming Concerts 

 
 

 
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES 
I summarized these in the updates section of this report, and most are self-explanatory.   

● Welcome Week & ClubsFest:  
○ We promoted our Service by Tabling for mini-fairs for difference Residences and 

during Clubsfest. 
○ I provided a 45 minute talk to BHSc and Soc Sci students and reps regarding 

building a culture of consent, which included basic contextual facts and 
tangible/practical tips for Welcome Week and beyond (the main point was to 
always ask first!). 

○ In regards to Sexual Violence related programming: I checked in with the Sexual 
Assault Roadshow organizer. I was present at, and provided WGEN resources for 
Farah Khan’s Pleasure and Principles workshop. WGEN also helped facilitate the 
What’s Love Got to Do With It, and I acted as a panel moderator for a session. 

● Hiring 
○ We hired 34 Safe(r) Space volunteers using a new, efficient, and comprehensive 

interview design that tests one-on-one and group facilitation skills. 
○ We also hired 6 Events Committee Volunteers based on their assignments. 

● Training:  
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○ Due to many unforeseen circumstances, I had to develop extensive WGEN-
specific training with the support of a few execs based on experience, evidence, 
and best practices in trauma-informed care. 

○ Our volunteers and execs are now trained in AOP, Peer Support and Special 
Topics (Sex, Gender, Mental Illness, Crisis Intervention, etc.).  

○ The TRRA and I have spoken about the possibility of additional training this 
month to help practice some skills and check in after about a month of us being 
operational!  

● One-on-One Peer Support Bookings: 
○ We launched one-on-one peer support 

bookings to make our services more 
accessible to folks who couldn’t make 
it during our hours of operation & 
because it can be really daunting to 
step into a space and ask for support. It 
makes you quite visible.  

○ We’re thrilled that students are using 
this new service we’re offering.  

● Physical Space in MUSC 204 
○ Officially open! Our space is very full 

especially in afternoons and evenings.  
● AWAY poster 

○ We want students to know what 
resources they can access when WGEN 
isn’t open, which includes sharing that 
we now offer one-on-one peer support 
bookings outside our hours of 
operation. 

○ We ordered and put up a lovely large 
poster for our door from Underground 
(stop by outside our space to check it out)!  

● Homecoming: 
○ Was on the HOCO SV and AA Working Group 
○ I coordinated and executed a Sexual Violence strategy with Meaghan Ross and 

Trish Roberts (thank you Preethi for connecting all of us!) for both Homecoming 
concerts.  

○ I was present with WGEN in the ‘Chill Zone’ to provide support through the 
evening and direct my volunteers on both nights for the Lil Yachty and 
Strumbellas Concerts.  

○ My volunteers and I debriefed after each concert to form some recommendations 
for next year and to support each other.  

 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

● Spooptacular - tentatively October 25 in Bridges; will feature a movie screening and a 
tunnel of spoop that incorporates some of our advocacy programming 

● Black and Gendered: A Gender-based Anti-Black Violence Healing Group - We are 
currently in the process of designing the promotional materials and we hope to launch 
this end of October/early November. This will be piloted for term 1 and improved for 
term 2. It will likely run on Mondays from 7-8:30 pm (location is private). 
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● Survivors: A Peer Support Group for Survivors of Domestic Violence, Intimate Partner 
Violence, and Gender-Based Violence -  We are currently in the process of designing the 
promotional materials and evidence-based content. We hope to launch this end of 
October/early November. We have consulted context experts to ensure we’re adhering to 
the best standards of a peer support group. It will likely run on a weekday night from 7-
8:30 pm (location is private). 

● Feedback on Campus Climate Sexual Violence Survey - Will be giving my 
recommendations to Meaghan Ross who is compiling feedback from various university 
stakeholders. 

● Training: To follow up on our September training, WGEN will be checking in with our 
volunteers on their comfort level and preparedness. We will also be holding an additional 
training day/or offering other training resources to support them in their role.  

 
BUDGET  
Since our last report, WGEN has purchased food for our volunteers during training weekend, and 
promotional packages for upcoming events and support groups listed above. Based on a glimpse, 
it seems like the promotional budget will be tight considering that we run core programming 
every month, run two yearly campaigns, and are also launching peer support groups. I will revisit 
our budget in late October to see how funds are looking for the rest of the year, since we naturally 
use more of our promotional budget to promote our services earlier in the year.  
 
We also appreciated volunteers who came out to HOCO concerts on short notice with warm 
beverages for the nights, but WGEN will likely need larger appreciation budget for execs and 
volunteers who have been working overtime given we are the only in-person equity-based peer 
support Service open & we are being accessed more than ever before.  
 
VOLUNTEERS 
So far things are running quite smoothly! This summer and September had some forks in the 
road, but nothing out of the ordinary given that we are all settling into our roles. There was a 
specific challenge which has been addressed for now involving my Community and Events 
Planning Executive who also holds the role of the TRRA. We have openly discussed where we 
stand on boundaries and our strategies for making sure we are on the same page. We will re-
evaluate in a few weeks time.  
 
Our safe(r) space volunteers are operating smoothly and our events committee volunteers are 
being led by my CEP and SPA executives to plan for our upcoming October event! 
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
 
Dissatisfaction around WW Sexual Violence Response and Prevention Programming  
Our on- and off-campus partners and many students have reached out to WGEN to express their 
disappointment in the planning and execution of Sexual Violence related programming during 
Welcome Week. A part of this has settled down after the immediate changes made for the 
Homecoming weekend, but there is a strong need for a WW debrief so we can plan better for 
future years. This concern is not new to this WW, but a consistent culture that isn’t conducive for 
effective long-term sexual violence prevention, and requires changing in consultation with Sexual 
Violence content experts. 
 
Intake Form 
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Mentioned above under Service Usage, our volunteer intake forms have only been completed for 
53/76 shifts in the past 14 days. This accounts for 70% of our operation which is decent but not a 
full representation of the work we do. The main reason for this is likely that volunteers are not 
allowed to use their laptops during their shifts (which is important in maintaining a safer space) 
but the forms they need to fill are online (Google Forms) in the interest of maintaining 
confidentiality. This means that volunteers often forget after they leave their shift to fill out 
details on number of users, and types of services given. For October, the main computer in our 
back space will be turned on with the google form link so our volunteers can fill it out before they 
finish their shift. I will re-evaluate if there is an improvement at the end of October, at which 
point I may consider requesting special project funds to invest in a long term infrastructural 
product to sustain our monitoring/evaluation of the service.  
 
SUCCESSES  
 
Service Usage 
People are using us!!! It is always incredibly meaningful when people tell us time and time again 
that they feel comfortable seeking support from WGEN. One-on-one bookings, space is always 
full (might even need a bigger space since people are having to sit on the ground at busy parts of 
the day). 
 
Promotions 
I would like to give a huge shout-out to one of our Promotions execs, Monica Sadri-Gerrior, who 
has done a phenomenal job in using our social media platforms (Facebook and Twitter) to 
promote WGEN and our messaging. As I mentioned in the Service Usage/Social Media section of 
the report, in many ways they are the mastermind behind our social media success (46 more FB 
likes, 23 more Twitter followers, our top FB post has 94 reactions and our top Tweet had 87 likes 
and 32 retweets over the last week!).  
 
Training Weekend 
There were lots of unforeseen events with the training weekend but WGEN really pulled together 
to provide some stellar training for our service volunteers. It was content heavy and squeezed into 
a weekend, but we look forward to building on that training with the practical activities we have 
already developed to help them feel more comfortable in the role and to share feedback on where 
we can improve! All in all, our space has trained volunteers on shift and that is quite an 
extraordinary feat all things considered :)  
 
OTHER 
WGEN is an equity-based service that is known for its anti-oppressive, anti-racist, intersectional 
feminist mandate and practices, which is very clear in our programming and the peer support we 
offer. We are also a service that is as deeply invest in advocacy as we are peer support. It is my 
recommendation that the role of the WGEN Coordinator be a full-time position or that an 
additional Part-Time Manager be hired as Assistant Coordinator to fulfil the demands of the role 
to optimize student safety and comfort at McMaster. To add, due to the extraordinary demand for 
our services (both new and existing), I may be requesting additional funds from the MSU and 
other sources (PACBIC, Alumni Office, Office of the President, etc.) to obtain more financial 
resources. That being said, our human resource capacity is equipped with the right skills to handle 
these unprecedented levels of Service Usage, but overextended. I would appreciate any feedback 
on these points to move this Service in the right direction, while prioritizing the needs of our 
students accessing our services, and those of us who design and offer them.  
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I plan on working with the VP Admin, AVP Services, TRRA and other PTMs to evaluate and 
improve our MSU Services by helping them incorporate an equity-based perspective into their 
overall programming and peer support services. I mentioned in my year plan that I’d like to 
develop equity-based event planning guidelines with other PTMs and community consultations so 
all planned events can be inclusive -- and this will be transferrable to other universities. A similar 
approach seems more pressing and necessary to develop inclusive peer support guidelines, which 
I am happy to spearhead but I am limited by the number of hours in my job description.  
 
 


	                  From the office of the…

